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Fighting greenhouse gases
for a cleaner environment

President Donald Trump

HEALTH CARE

Busy
Congress
presents
hurdle

GOP tries to resurrect
Obamacare replacement
before Trump’s 100th day
By MATT FLEGENHEIMER
AND REED ABELSON
NEW YORK TIMES
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Christian Mordh hikes in Taylor Mountain Regional Park and Open Space Preserve in Santa Rosa on Thursday.

Regional plan aims to cut emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

L

orna Ho of Santa Rosa, proud driver
of an all-electric Nissan Leaf, said
she’s happy to be part of the vanguard in combating climate change.
Ho, a retiree, gave up her gas-guzzling
Mercedes that got 15 mpg
in September and leased a
INSIDE
Leaf that hums along on
County gets
battery power, releasing
top marks on
American Lung zero pollutants.
“All of that matters to
Association’s
me,”
said Ho, who was
latest clean air
report card / A2 recharging her vehicle
Thursday at a power station at Coddingtown. “I’m
very much aware of what’s going on in the
environment.”
She’s also in sync with an ambitious
pollution-fighting plan unveiled this week
by the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District, the regulatory agency best known
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Lorna Ho uncouples her electric vehicle from a charging station at Coddingtown Mall on Thursday.

Study names SR a microbrew capital
Though local brewery owners
excited at database’s conclusion,
they question city’s place in spotlight
By NICK RAHAIM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Could Santa Rosa really be the microbrew
capital of the United States?
Portland has more breweries, and the
highest-rated beer made in the United States
currently comes from a small town in Iowa.
But there is no better place in America
for craft beer than Santa Rosa, according
to a new interactive database that ranks
local beer scenes by measuring the quality
of beer produced in a community and the
number of craft brewers it supports.
The conclusion, published this week by an
online journal of data visualizations named
The Pudding, of all things, is sure to set off
arguments in pubs across the land.
“I guarantee you there are a whole lot of
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WASHINGTON — White
House officials, eager to demonstrate progress on President
Donald Trump’s promise to repeal the Affordable Care Act,
are pushing to resurrect a Republican health care bill before
his 100th day in office next week.
Some members of the president’s team have grown consumed by that deadline, worrying
that
appraisals of INSIDE
the president's Trump
tenure will be administration
brutal and hop- secures release of
ing that a last Egyptian-Amerpush on health ican political
care
might prisoner / B4
bring a measure of salvation.
But Congress usually cannot
take on two big things at once.
At the same moment Trump
hits his 100th day on April 29,
Republican congressional leaders face a far more urgent deadline: Much of the federal government will run out of money.
Reaching agreement to keep
the government open past midnight that Friday will be the first
priority of Republican leaders
when Congress returns Monday
from a two-week recess.
“I believe that when we first
go back, that’s going to be the
thing we’ll address immediately
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Glasses of Pliny the Younger are shown at Russian
River Brewing Co. in Santa Rosa on Feb. 3.
other cities that would argue that point,”
said Natalie Cilurzo, co-owner and president
of Russian River Brewing Co., which produces two of the top 20 beers in the world,
according to RateBeer. “We’re not that big,
we don’t have a lot of breweries, but I think
it’s cool.”
The Pudding database ranked cities
across the country that had at least five
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Arkansas’
saga shows
problems
By ADAM LIPTAK
NEW YORK TIMES

microbreweries and brewpubs with three
beers or more reviewed by RateBeer, an online hub for craft beer enthusiasts. To calculate its total score, the interactive website
based 80 percent of each city’s ranking on
the quality of its beer and 20 percent of its
ranking on the number of establishments,
but users can adjust the quality/quantity
ratio.
San Diego, Denver, Anchorage, Alaska,
and Portland, Oregon, rounded out the top
five beer cities in the online database, which
gained widespread attention Thursday
when the New York Times highlighted the
website in its California Report.
“When you boil it down to a weighted
blend of quality (beer ratings) and quantity
(breweries in proximity), Santa Rosa tops
the list,” database author Russell Goldenberg wrote.
When quality and quantity are weighted equally, San Diego is the top microbrew

WASHINGTON — The practical and legal difficulties that
have frustrated Arkansas’ plan
to execute eight prisoners in
10 days are a vivid example of
the troubled state of the death
penalty.
“The ship has far too many
leaks, large and small, to reach
its destination reliably,” said
Eric Freedman, a law professor
at Hofstra University. “The Arkansas example vividly shows
the courts scrambling to patch
some of them at the last second.”
One of the difficulties facing
Arkansas and other states is
practical: The lethal chemicals
used to execute death row inmates are getting harder and
harder to find. Another is legal:
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PARIS SHOOTOUT: Gunman wielding an

assault rifle kills police officer on city’s most
iconic boulevard, the Champs-Élysées / B1
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